
 

 

Islamic Revolution Leader: Officials should keep unity for making great
decisions - 5 /Apr/ 2010

Addressing the officials, The Leader of the Islamic Revolution, Ayatollah Sayyed Ali Khamenei on Monday
underlined for unity among the officials of the Islamic system and said, "The three branches of the government
should be vigilant and maintain their unity for making great decisions."

The first deputies of the president, Majlis speaker and the Judiciary, the secretary of the Expediency Council,
secretary of Supreme National Security Council, secretary of High Council of Cultural Revolution, secretary and
legal experts of the Guardian Council, members of the Judiciary Council, cabinet ministers and heads of
parliamentary commissions were present in the meeting.

"We should materialize the goals of the Vision Plan and if we double our efforts we could go beyond the
objectives," Ayatollah Khamenei said.

Islamic Revolution leader said serving people is a divine work adding that during early Islamic period some people
were lauded not just for their prayers but for their correct political statements, endeavor and struggle and some other
people were blamed for their wrong performance not just for their sin.

Ayatollah Khamenei said that the government as the executive body should by supported to do its tasks.

The Leader of the Islamic Revolution pointed to the extracted and non-extracted mines in the country and said, "The
capacities of the country in the economic field is high and scientific achievements are wonderful."

Ayatollah Khamenei stressed on recognition of capacities towards progress and said, "We will be fail if we don't
apply our efforts for using the capacities."

IR Leader underlined for necessity of unity and coordination among officials despite of personal differences and
said, "Differences of viewpoints should not stop the country's move towards progress."

Ayatollah Khamenei urges for work and effort culture in the society and referred to the Subsidize Plan and said, "I
hope for an agreement between the government and the parliament to enforce the Subsidize Plan in order so that
people could see the results of such a plan."
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